
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                   Date: 28-03-2016 

The Managing Director & CEO 

 Bank of India 

 Head Office 

 Star House -1 

 Bandra-Kurla Complex 

 Mumbai. 

Re: A Stitch in time  

      Sir, 

          

          We, vide our letter dated 14th December, 2015, articulated our views on what ails 

the Bank and requested you to initiate corrective actions urgently. The need of taking 

corrective actions in business practices are more pronounced when our Bank is facing a 

crisis of weak balance sheet and huge non-performing assets. 

 

          Sadly, the management appears to be reluctant to draw valuable lessons from the 

mistakes of the past and discard substandard or unhealthy business practices like: 

slackness in carrying out due diligence, perfunctory  appraisal  of credit proposals 

regardless of ticket size of advances, improper credit risk evaluation, ever increasing role 

of middle-men or connector or arranger-mostly  small time chartered accountant firms or 

consultancies or large realty brokers or touts in credit processing activities, compromised 

qualities of collaterals or unenforceable collaterals to fall back upon, sub optimal credit 

monitoring allowing manipulations in end use of funds,  poor loan collection culture, 

failure to recall advances or initiate recovery process/ proceedings at initial signs of 

distress symptoms or incipient sickness or early warning signals or wrongdoing in loan 

accounts, reluctance to proceed against guarantors even when this recourse is 

available, kid gloves approach towards wilful defaulters, lack of intent to classify defaults 

in repayment of loans whose promoters continue to live well in comfort, have repaying 

capacity or have diverted funds or have siphoned off funds  as “wilful defaults”, failure to 

crack whips on wilful defaulters, emphasis on recovery of debt or bad debt or written off 

debt  by making huge sacrifices of bank’s interest under one-time-settlement scheme 

irrespective of financial standing of the defaulters or borrowers, unviable restructuring of 

debt or strategic restructuring of debt  to de-stress bank’s books, indiscriminate sale of 

assets to ARC to de-stress bank’s books, dodgy accounting in sale of bad assets to 

Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs themselves are far from scripting success 

story) and  complete failure to ferret out wrongdoing in all layers of credit approval/ 

delivery/ loan recovery processes. 

  

           Worryingly, the management has failed to recognise the need of curbing wasteful 

expenditure and misuse of publicity funds in the bank by initiating appropriate measures.                                                                               
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              We are perturbed by the lack of intent and/or administrative will on the part of 

the management in classifying defaults in repayment of bad loans whose promoters 

flaunt lavish lifestyles as “wilful defaults”. The promoters of such mid ticket size and big 

ticket size loan accounts should have already been declared “wilful defaulters”. The 

management ought to have taken necessary legal and other permissible steps against 

them to recover all outstanding debts with zero sacrifice. The inaction of the 

management in this regard is painful. 

 

               It would not be out of place to cite a few random examples which sufficiently 

indicate how the top management has been soft to high and mighty non-cooperative or 

wilful defaulters. We, vide letters dated 30th November, 2011; dated 22nd August, 2014; 

dated 2nd September, 2014 urged upon the then Chairman & Managing Director/ 

Chairperson to classify “Kingfisher Airlines loan account”, “Bhushan Steel Loan 

account” and “Electrotherm India Ltd loan account” respectively as wilfully defaulted 

accounts and initiate debt recovery proceedings in above accounts to send a strong 

signal to such category of borrowers. Of course, it was a tip of iceberg. The high and 

mighty financial terrorists have so far been able to walk away scot-free leaving the 

Bank to bleed. They also need to be identified and dealt with similarly. We, in a meeting 

of Business promotion council (BPC) held on 16th September, 2013, submitted our 

views/ suggestions seeking review of business practices and urged upon the 

management to give serious thoughts to it. Had the management paid heed to our 

requests for timely corrections in business practices, the business financials of the bank 

would not have come under such a heavy financial stress. 

 

                In view of the above, we once again urge upon you to discard unhealthy, 

unsound and substandard business practices and put best business practices along with 

stricter accountability in place to prevent such a lacklustre performance of the Bank. We 

further urge upon you to conduct forensic audit in all mid ticket size and big ticket size 

defaulted loan accounts, classify the borrowers of those accounts which are in the 

category of “wilful default” as “wilful defaulters”, initiate debt recovery proceedings and 

take steps to name and shame them. We also urge upon you to put in place a 

mechanism to scrutinise expenditure of the branches or offices and conduct a forensic 

audit of publicity funds spent in last 4-5 years to plug leakages. We would be glad, if a 

bilateral meeting is arranged at your level to discuss and deliberate on the nuances of 

the issues involved and formulate appropriate action plan to resurrect the bank.  

                                              With kind regards,           

                                  

                                                                                                        Yours faithfully, 

 

  

 (Dinesh Jha “Lallan”) 

 General Secretary 


